
Doing the Job Faster with Better Results
Glit’s new Cyclone Diamond pads are changing the game of daily floor maintenance. 
And traditionally held viewpoints, long thought irrefutable, are now being challenged.

“If it’s not broken, don’t fix it”   
 Unless, of course, you can make it better.

“You can’t teach an old dog new tricks”   
 Sure you can. Just show him how to get more bones.

“I can’t afford to use diamond floor pads and make 
money on my cleaning contracts”   
 When used properly, Cyclone Diamond pads save you money.

Reduce Your Labor Costs. Incorporating Cyclone Diamond Pads into your daily program 
eliminates the need for daily burnishing and periodic scrubbing and recoating.

Labor Savings vs Traditional Methods

Machine Type
Minutes per 
1,000 Sq. Ft.

Daily Labor Saved     
per 20,000 Sq. Ft.

Weekly 
Labor Saved

Dry Polishing with 27" Propane 2.7 54 Minutes 4.5 Hours

Dry Polishing with 24" Propane 3.1 62 Minutes 5 Hours

Dry Polishing with 20" Battery Burnisher 3.7 74 Minutes 6 Hours

Dry Polishing with 20" 1500 Corded 4.8 96 Minutes 8 Hours

*  Considers labor saved by eliminating daily burnishing; does not consider labor saved by eliminating periodic scrubbing and recoating.      
Based on average machine speeds across manufacturers, ISSA sourced daily coverage rate of 20,000 square feet.

More Consistent Shine. Facilities want their floors to look good at all times. Avoid the 
roller coaster of shine with Cyclone Diamond.

Cyclone Diamond

Scrub and 
Recoat

Scrub and 
Recoat

*  Major maintenance - strip/seal or scrub/recoat - is required on average at 12 week 
intervals. The period may vary depending on traffic, wear and required standards.
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Easy to Use, More Cost Effective

Starting point for unpolished concrete; repair and 
removal of scratches.

Starting point for all floor types except concrete. 
Repairs light scratches and prepares floor for 
micro-polishing to produce a deep gloss.

Micro-polishes floor surface to improve reflection. 
Continues to remove scratches that distort gloss.

Daily maintenance to produce a clean, safe and 
shiny floor. Can remove light scratches and micro-
polish. Use for maintenance for lighter colored floors.

Final step for any floor type, can be used to maintain 
floors that are darker in color, always recommended 
for granite. Should be used daily.

   
 3  Red wear indicators make it easy for your staff to identify the life of the pad,        

ensuring you get your money’s worth
 3  Every pad is identified to protect against using the wrong aggressiveness at the 

wrong time
 3  Cyclone Diamond abrasives are concentrated in the outer two-thirds of the pad, 

causing them to work up to 4 times more efficiently than other diamond pads
 3  Five levels of abrasiveness give you more flexibility and range for different       

floor types
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More Cost Effective. Save 50% or more vs traditional methods using a properly maintained floor finish system.
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